
Abstract. A non-uniform equivalent cable model of
membrane voltage changes in branching neuronal trees
with active ion channels has been developed. A general
branching condition is formulated, extending Rall's 3=2
power rule for passive dendritic trees so that non-
uniform cable segments can be treated. The theoretical
results support the use of the dendritic pro®le model of
Clements and Redman. The theory is then applied to
dendrites of di�erent morphological type yielding qual-
itative di�erent response behaviour.
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1 Introduction

The dendrites of cortical neurons contain a variety of
voltage-gated channels that may be important to
neuronal signal processing. Compartmental models are
known to cope not only with any complexity of dendritic
branching but also with non-linear membrane proper-
ties. The models then contain hundreds of compart-
ments, and thousands of coupled di�erential equations
must be solved at each time step.

To ®nd analytical tools to describe the spatio-
temporal response behaviour, or at least to speed up
simulations, approximations to branching dendritic trees
have been used, i.e. models that preserve important
properties of the signal ¯ow but are described by a much
smaller number of di�erential or algebraic equations for
easier mathematical or numerical analysis.

In particular, massive synaptic input typical for most
neurons can be studied by means of a coarse classi®ca-
tion of di�erent input types with respect to input site,
kinetic properties, type of synaptic channels, etc. A
speci®c feature of input organization is layering, e.g. in

the cortex. The equivalent cable model has characteris-
tics supporting the analysis of the e�ects of such layered
synaptic inputs (Fig. 1). Problems within this frame in-
clude: e�ect of di�erent active dendritic ion channels,
in¯uence of relative locations and strength (number,
electrical parameter) of synaptic inputs, and impact of
di�erent cell morphologies. In this article we will look
mainly at the last of these problems for demonstrating
the power of the equivalent cable concept.

For passive dendritic trees ful®lling certain symmetry
conditions the reduction to an equivalent cable can be
justi®ed on theoretical grounds (Schierwagen 1994). In
several studies the equivalent cable model has been
employed for active trees too, albeit in rather heuristic
ways (Stratford et al. 1989; Bush and Sejnowski 1993;
Mainen and Sejnowski 1996). To provide theoretical
justi®cation for such reduced models, we have developed
an equivalent cable model for active dendrites. The
model generalizes precursor models in two respects: ®rst,
the morphological classes of neuronal trees accessible to
analytical treatment have been broadened, and second,
trees endowed with active membrane have also been
customized.1

1.1 Procedure

Starting with the general cable model for neuronal
processes we present the special cases of neuronal trees
with passive and active membrane, respectively. Then we
explain the graph-theoretical concept of a tree as used
here to represent a neuronal tree. By the phrase `neuronal
tree' we mean both dendrites and axonal arbours. If we
use the term `tree' without further speci®cation, we refer
to the graph-theoretical concept of a (labelled, directed)
tree that is used here as a mathematical model for all
kinds of neuronal trees. This enables us to compare and
relate localizations on di�erent tree that segments with
respect to functional parameters.
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After these preliminaries, Theorem 1 (Equivalent
Cable Theorem) presents the main result of the paper,
stating that a neuronal tree ful®lling some linked geo-
metrical and electrical conditions can be reduced to an
equivalent cable. We will point out the method used for
achieving a dendritic pro®le approximating to the
equivalent cable. For dendritic trees with cylindrical
segments this method is equivalent to the dendritic
pro®le model (Fleshman et al. 1988; Clements and
Redman 1989; Mainen et al. 1996). The application of
this method and of the cartoon representation of den-
drites based on it (Stratford et al. 1989), respectively, is
further con®rmed as both methods give the correct re-
sults for trees ful®lling our equivalent cable conditions.
In contrast, for the reduced compartmental model used
in Bush and Sejnowski (1993) this is not the case.
However, their purely heuristic approach could be
adapted to yield correct results in the case of an existing
equivalent cable while preserving some of their reduc-
tion aims.

For illustration purposes, we analyse the signal ¯ow
in two neuronal trees (with assumed active membrane)
and their dendritic pro®les. One ful®ls our reduction
criteria whereas the other violates some of them, leading,
nevertheless, to appropriate results.

In the general case of an equivalent cable, the voltage
changes in it have to be further on numerically calcu-
lated, representing the cable by just a few compartments.
However, some non-uniform equivalent cable pro®les
admit exact solutions of the dynamic voltage distribu-
tion (Schierwagen 1989; Ohme 1996). We employ this
result to show analytically the qualitatively di�erent
response behaviour caused by synaptic inputs to den-
drites of di�erent geometric type.

Finally, we discuss the reduction model, touching on
its advantages and drawbacks.

2 General cable model for neuronal segments

The usual mathematical description of the voltage
distribution in neuronal trees proceeds from the appli-
cation of one-dimensional cable theory to the tree
segments (Jack et al. 1983). Representing the cable by
an RC ladder network (Fig. 2), the cable equation for
the transmembrane potential V �x; t� and the axial
current ja�x; t� in a single segment is as follows (x
represents distance in axial direction):

ja � ÿ 1

ra�x�
@V
@x
; ÿ@ja

@x
� jm � jc � ji �1�

where jm�x; t� denotes the membrane current consisting
of a capacitive component jc and a resistive one ji.

We assume that the current ji created by the ionic
channels in the membrane can be written as a product of
a `resting' conductance g�x� that depends on the mem-
brane surface at x and a non-linear voltage function
f0�x; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � re¯ecting the threshold behaviour of
the voltage-dependent channels as a speci®c membrane
property (i.e. per unit membrane surface). The latter
may be time-dependent so additional variables uk�x; t�
de®ned by further ®rst-order di�erential equations have
to be included:

jc � c�x�@V
@t

(2a)

ji � g�x�f0�x; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � (2b)

@uk

@t
� fk�x; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � for 1 � k � N (2c)

Combining (1), (2a) and (2b) we obtain for any segment

@

@x
1

ra�x�
@V
@x

� �
� c�x�@V

@t
�g�x�f0�x; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � �3�

The voltage and current distribution over the whole
neuronal tree is described then by a system of second-
order partial di�erential equations (3) that are coupled
by their boundary conditions at both ends of the seg-
ments.

Fig. 1. The reduction of a neuron with two stem dendrites to an
equivalent cable. The lines connect points of equal normalized
distance on the dendrites and on the non-uniform equivalent cable
with a diameter pro®le corresponding to the cosine function

Fig. 2. Flow of current in a nerve ®bre segment (core conductor
model) and its equivalent electrical circuit
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2.1 Speci®c cable segment models

In most cases the axial resistance ra�x� is assumed to be
inversely proportional to the cross-section of the seg-
ment, whereas the membrane conductance g�x� and the
membrane capacitance c�x� (all quantities per unit
length) are proportional to the membrane surface:

ra�x� � Ri
4

pd�x�2

c�x� � Cmpd�x�
��������������������������
1� 1

4

dd
dx

� �2
s

�4�

and

g�x� � Gmpd�x�
��������������������������
1� 1

4

dd
dx

� �2
s

where d�x� denotes the variable cable diameter, Ri the
speci®c intracellular resistance, and Cm and Gm the
speci®c membrane capacitance and `resting' conduc-
tance. The last is the conductance in the nearly linear
subthreshold range around the resting potential.

For all the following examples and plausibility con-
sideration we will use the above equations for segments
with a circular cross-section. To further simplify the

analysis, we assume then

������������������������
1� 1

4
dd
dx

� �2r
� 1, which

should be satis®ed in most cases. However, the theo-
retical results derived below apply also to di�erently
chosen r-, g-, and c-functions.

2.1.1 Linear cable. The simplest cable model (no
auxiliary variables uk, i.e. N � 0) is the linear one for
passive-behaving dendrites. The voltage function reduc-
es to f0�V � � V (resting potential set to zero) so the
linear cable equations become

@

@x
1

ra�x�
@V
@x

� �
� c�x�@V

@t
� g�x�V �5�

2.1.2 Nonlinear cable
Hodgkin-Huxley model. Since the dendrites of many
neurons may contain active ion channels in their
membrane, the nonlinear cable equation has to be used
for adequate modelling. Most of the realistic segment
models are now based on the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH)
voltage-dependent gate model.

In the original version, the model consists of a system
of nonlinear di�erential equations (N � 3) for any neu-
ronal segment (see Appendix A.1 for details).

FitzHugh-Nagumo model. Later in this paper we will
use the FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model, a simpli®ed
version (N � 1) of the Hodgkin-Huxley model with sim-
ilar qualitative behaviour (see Appendix A.2 for details).

2.2 Transformation into normal form

To remove the various speci®c constants we transform (3)
by the variable transformation (Schierwagen 1989, 1994)

T � t
s

with s�x� � c�x�
g�x� (6a)

and

X �
Z x

0

dx̂
k�x̂� with k�x� � 1������������������

ra�x�g�x�
p (6b)

All quantities expressed in these dimensionless coor-
dinates are referred to as electrotonic quantities, e.g. the
electrotonic length L of a segment is de®ned by
L � R x

0 1=k�s�ds. For a uniform cable, i.e. c, g and ra
independent of x, k and s are constant and equal to the
length and time constants of passive cable theory.

Now (3) can be rewritten:

0 � @2V
@X 2
� Q

@V
@X
ÿ @V
@T
ÿ f0�X ; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � �7a�

@uk

@T
� sfk�X ; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � for 1 � k � N �7b�

with

Q�X � � 1

2

d
dX

ln
g�X �
ra�X �
� �

�7c�

Q�X � contains all geometry-dependent parts of the
transformed cable equation and can therefore be used
for classifying cable geometries. For example, in the
standard case of a cable with circular cross-section, Q
results in

Q�X � ��4� d
dX

ln d�X �32
��������������������������
1� 1

4

dd
dx

� �2
4

s0@ 1A
In particular, we get Q � 0 for all cylindrical cable
geometries (i.e. ra and g are constant), whereas Q
remains nearly constant for a (slowly) exponential
tapering segment-diameter in (4) ± positive for increas-
ing and negative for decreasing diameter. Further useful
geometry types for analytical treatment can be found in
Schierwagen (1989). In the following, however, Q�X �
will be considered as a free parameter.

The axial current ja [see (1)] transformed into the
normalized coordinate system is then given by

ja�X ; T � � ÿ
������������
g�X �
ra�X �

s
@V
@X

�8�

3 Representation of a neuronal tree

To represent a neuronal tree, we use the graph-
theoretical concept of a directed, labelled tree. All
branching points of the dendrite are then represented
by the nodes of the tree with the soma as root point. By
means of additional (virtual) nodes, various functional
aspects can be described (e.g. synaptic input into a
segment, `hot spots' on segments, the soma attached to
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the root of the tree). The edges of the tree correspond to
single neuronal (sub-)segments. All tree elements (nodes,
edges) are labelled by their electrical properties.

3.1 Edge and node labels

Any edge p � �K; L� from node K to node L is labelled
with the quantities necessary to set up the cable equation
for the corresponding cable segment, i.e. length lp,
number Np of auxiliary variables uk, functions rap, gp, cp,
fp and fpk, describing the electrical behaviour of the
segment (Fig. 3). Note that the origin of the space
variables x and X is the root node.

In addition to their topological meaning as branching
points, the nodes of a tree are useful for incorporating
additional point-like currents as stated above. To model
this, every node K has to be labelled with a current
function IK � IK�t; V ; @V =@t� that depends on the voltage
and its time derivative at this site, and explicitly from
time. Examples are synaptic input modelled by a change
of synaptic conductance

IK � 0 if t � D
ÿ gmaxs

e �t ÿD� exp Dÿt
s

ÿ �
Vrev ÿ V� � if t > D

�
and a lumped soma or boundary conditions at the tips
modelled by an RC circuit

IK � 1

RK
V � CK

@V
@t

A more complicated example is a localized hot spot
described by a nonlinear current function, e.g.

IK � 1

RK
V 1ÿ V

V1

� �
1ÿ V

V2

� �
with an amplifying range �V1; V2� as in the FHN model.
To achieve more realistic models it is also possible to use
additional auxiliary variables with further de®ning
di�erential equations analogously to the nonlinear cable
equation. But here all variables have to be independent
of the space coordinate (otherwise such hot spots should
be modelled by dividing the segment containing them
into subsegments described by di�erent cable equations,
e.g. alternating passive and active cables). Therefore, hot
spots can be described by the localized HH equations
(A.1).

3.2 Boundary conditions

The recursive structure of a tree can be used to de®ne the
following functions on nodes and edges:

De®nition 1. CS(K) denotes the set of all child segments
with K as the starting node.

PS(K) stands for the (unique) parent segment with K
as the end node.

X L is the electrotonic distance of the node L from the
soma, i.e. XS � 0 and for all segments p � (K,L) holds
XL � XK � Lp (with Lp as the electrotonic length of p).

With the introduced notation we can combine all the
current and voltage equations for single segments (7) by
their boundary conditions at the nodes. From Kirch-
ho�'s ®rst law, we get

jaPS�K��XK ; t� � IK �
X

p2CS�K�
jap XK ; t� � �9�

To determine the voltage and current distribution over
a given neuronal tree resulting from some external input
described by current functions IK we have to solve (7) for
all segments on the above boundary conditions (9).

3.3 Example of neuronal tree representation

An example of the neuronal tree representation intro-
duced above is given in Fig. 3. The soma S of the
neuronal structure has four child nodes2 K1; . . . ;K4

connected by the main segments �S;K1�; . . . ; �S;K4�.
From these nodes further branching points can be
reached, e.g. node K33 by segment �K3;K33�.

For example, the set CS�K2� of child segments of
node K2 (corresponding to Fig. 3) then reads:

CS�K2� � �K2;K21�; �K2;K22�; �K2;K23�f g �10�
and the parent segment of K32

PSK32 � �K3;K32� �11�

Fig. 3. Tree representation of a neuronal structure. Edges are
labelled with electrical properties of the represented segment, e.g.
functions of axial and membrane resistance/capacitance. Nodes are
labelled by point-like current functions, e.g. synaptic input.

2 For simplicity, in formulae and in ®gures nodes are denoted by
their indices.
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Therefore, the boundary condition (9) at node K2 results
in

ja�S;2��XS ; t� � I2 � ja�2;21��X2; t� � ja�2;22��X2; t�
� ja�2;23��X2; t�

where ja�S;2� is the axial current ¯owing from segment
�S; 2� into node K2, and ja�2;21� . . . ja�2;23� are the axial
currents entering the corresponding segment from node
2 (cf. the arrows to and from node K2 in Fig. 3).

4 Equivalent cable model of a neuronal tree
with active membrane

Obviously, the problem of ®nding the voltage distribu-
tion over a given neuronal tree is hard to solve in
general. In most cases the only way to gain some insight
into possible reactions of the system lies in numerical
simulations, which often remain unsatisfactory because
of the great complexity of such systems (thousands of
segments and ten thousands of synapses for realistically
modelled trees). Thus, any reduction of the original
problem to one with fewer system parameters would be
of great help.

We will show here that the reduction approach de-
rived for passive dendrites (Rall 1962; Schierwagen 1989)
can be generalized in two ways: neuronal trees with ac-
tive membranes can be reduced to an equivalent non-
uniform cable, or a greater variety of morphologically
de®ned tree classes can be collapsed to a single cable.

After stating the main result in strictly technical no-
tions we will explain it in more qualitative terms.

4.1 Main theorem

De®nition 2 (equivalent cable). We de®ne a (®nite) cable
to be equivalent to a given neuronal tree under speci®c
boundary conditions (current and/or voltage input) if
there exists an injective mapping Teq from the neuronal
tree to the equivalent cable with the following properties:

± Teq is bijective on any path [i.e. on all segments between
the root (soma) and a leaf (tip)] through the neuron;

± the voltage change with time at any point Xp in the tree
is equal to the voltage change of the equivalent cable at
point Y � Teq (Xp):

8T � 0 : Vp�Xp; T � � V �Y ; T �i �12�
± the sum of axial current ¯owing through all segments at

points Xp with the same image Y � Teq (Xp) (i.e. of
points Xp which are equivalent relative to the map Teq)
equals the axial current of the equivalent cable at Y :X
p��K;L�jY2�XK ;XL�

jap�Y ; T � � jaeq
�Xp; T � �13�

This means that every solution (voltage and current
distribution) for such an equivalent cable leads straight

to a solution for the whole tree by means of the mapping
Teq.

If we choose the map Teq as the projection map
(mapping Xp at segment p with electrotonic distance X
from the soma to X on the equivalent cable) we can ®nd
su�cient conditions for reducing trees to an equivalent
cable. With the equivalent cable described by the cable
equation (7) with parameters leq, raeq , geq, ceq, neq, feq and
feqk the conditions are the following:

1. For all segments p, p0 time constants have to be really
constant and independent of the segments (sp � s0p).
We de®ne the time constant of the equivalent cable as
seq � sp.

3

2. All terminal nodes T have the same electrotonic dis-
tance LT from the root S:

LT � XT �
Z xT

0

dx
k�xp� � Leq

3. The voltage functions fpi �i 2 f0; 1; . . . ;Ng� are equal
in all parallel segment domains �X1;X2� (the grey-
labelled regions in the example of Fig. 4), i.e. for all
X 2 �X1;X2�:

fpi�Xp; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � � feqi�X ; V ; u1; . . . ; uN � :

4. All segments are of the same geometric type, i.e. for
any segment p the geometrical parameter Qp equals
the geometrical parameter of the equivalent cable in
the corresponding X domain, Qp�Xp� � Qeq�X �. Using
(7c) it follows that there are (integration) constants Bp
for any segment p with��������������

gp�Xp�
rap�Xp�

s
� Bp

��������������
geq�X �
raeq�X �

s
�14�

Furthermore, at the nodes of the tree an additional
condition must be satis®ed: the constant Bp belonging
to a parent segment p (with BPSS :� 1 for the nonex-
istent parent segment of the root) has to equal the sum
of the B0p which belong to all child segments p0 of p:

Bp �
X

p02CS�p�
B0p �15�

5. All (non-vanishing) current functions IK at nodes K
have to be divided among all locations at the same
electrotonic distance from the root S corresponding to
the weights of their parent segments BPS�K�, that is,
any two nodes K and L with XK � XL have to satisfy

IK=BPS�K� � IL=BPS�L� �16�

3It would be possible to get an equivalent cable also for varying s,
but this would complicate the procedure because the time trans-
formation (6a) could not be done. Moreover, some of the following
conditions would contain explicitly s, which does not seem very
realistic.
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Then the current function IeqX into the equivalent cable at
the same electrotonic distance X � XK is de®ned by the
sum of all inputs at equal electrotonic distance X :

IeqX :�
X

XL�X

IL �17�

We can now state the main result of this paper:

Theorem 1 (equivalent cable). For any neuronal tree
ful®lling the above conditions, an equivalent cable can be
constructed by means of (14) and (17).

An outline of the proof is given in Appendix B.

4.2 Special case of equivalent cylinder

For a better understanding of the above conditions it
may be helpful to look for examples of trees satisfying
them. For instance, the well-known equivalent cylinder
model for passive dendrites (Rall 1962) can be derived as
a special case. To see this we will compare all our
conditions with Rall's:

1. In Rall's model of an equivalent cylinder all speci®c
cell parameters Ri, Rm and Cm are assumed to be
constant over the whole tree, i.e. s is constant too.

2. The second condition is identical to Rall's.
3. In Rall's model there is only one voltage function,

f0�X � � V (the linear case), which makes the third
condition trivial.

4. In the case of a tree with cylindrical segments, i.e.
gp�X �=rap�X � � d3p and Q�X � � 0, and constant spe-

ci®c cell parameters Ri, Rm and Cm our generalized
branching condition (15) reduces to Rall's 3=2
branching rule, because (14) reads then [with���������������������������

gp�X �=rap�X �
p � d

3
2
p for uniform segments]

Bp � �dp=deq�
3
2, giving for (15):

d
3
2
p �

X
p02CS�p�

d
3
2

p0 �18�

5. In Rall's model there is an analogue for the boun-
dary conditions at the tips (covered here under the
general current functions IK to node K) that have to
be either zero or all equal in the totally symmetrical
branching tree, which is clearly a special case of our
®fth condition. Current injection into the symmet-
rical tree is also assumed to be divided symmetrically
among all sites at an equal electrotonic distance from
the soma.

Corollary 1. If compared with Rall's equivalent cylinder
model, the class of neuronal trees allowing the reduction to
an equivalent cable is enlarged by new geometric types
(see Fig. 5) and membranes with active ion channels.4

4.3 Explanation of the tree reduction concept

In this section, the simple neuronal tree displayed in
Fig. 4 will be used to exemplify the equivalent cable
de®nition and the reduction process. The tree starts with
a single main segment branching into two child segments
p1 and p2 of di�erent length and diameter. All segments
are assumed to have a circular cross-section correspond-
ing to Sect. 2.1 with a homogeneous distribution of ion
channels so that the voltage functions fpi are indepen-
dent of the space variable. The question then is under
which conditions the child segments can be reduced to a
single (sub-)cable with equivalent (in a certain sense)
electrical behaviour. This would lead to a representation
of the tree by only one segment (with in general non-
uniform diameter and an additional discontinuity at the
former branching point).

4.3.1 The concept of equivalence between neuronal tree
and cable. First we have to clarify the meaning of
`equivalent electrical behaviour', i.e. what led us to
De®nition 2.

Taking the reduction process verbatim, the following
question arises: Is it possible to get a single segment by
`cutting open' both child segments p1 and p2 and sub-
sequently `sticking them together', so that with the
corresponding boundary conditions (in the example a

Fig. 4. A simple neuronal tree and its `equivalent cable'. A current
input I4�t� is injected into the main segment (de®ning the node K4) of
the tree with only one branching point (K3). The soma (K5) and both
segment terminations (K1 and K2) are modelled by simple RC
components. I3 vanishes in this example. The equivalent cable is
constructed in such a way that there is an injective mapping Teq from
the tree to the equivalent cable that connects `equivalent' (�V ) sites.
For the ®rst segment in this example this is obvious because there is
only one. In the remaining part grey double arrows refer to sites with
identical voltage changes according to the equivalent cable model
derived. Additionally, the grey-labelled regions between equivalent
points have the same total current ¯ow in the axial direction
(ja1 � ja2 � jaeq) and across the membrane (Im1 � Im2 � Imeq

)

4We should note here that for passive trees there are e�cient
methods to analyse the full tree structure directly so that the con-
cept of an equivalent cable is no longer of importance in this case.
(van Pelt 1992; Agmon-Snir and Segev 1993; Ohme and Schier-
wagen 1996a).
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current injected in node K4) the same voltage and cur-
rent distributions result in the now merged and hence-
forth everywhere electrically connected segments? The
basic premise is that no additional current is introduced
between the previously separate cable segments. That
means that only points with equal voltage transients in
the branched model should be `stuck together' (dem-
onstrated in Fig. 4 by the equivalence relation �V ),
which prevents the initiation of voltage gradients over
the `sticking area'. Therefore, we have to introduce a
transformation (the mapping Teq in De®nition 2 and in
Theorem 1) for scaling the child segments before the
`sticking process' can be carried out.

4.3.2 Choosing the transformation. Having speci®ed such
a mapping Teq (and the induced equivalence relation
between the branched subtree and the `stuck' equivalent
cable) the voltage distribution on the subtree can easily
be deduced from the voltage distribution on its equiv-
alent cable. Finding this mapping, however, requires
prior knowledge of the voltage solution. To overcome
this `bootstrapping problem' we choose the normaliza-

tion or electrotonic transformation according to (6).
This allows us to check simply the additional conditions
for the neuronal tree to admit exactly this special map.
Additionally, it has the special property of being valid
for a large class of boundary conditions for the tree, at
least for all kinds of somatic current injections and
voltage clamps ± i.e. despite di�erent resulting voltage
distributions, the equivalence relation �V remains un-
changed.

This becomes clearer if we look at the normalized
cable equation for the child segments p1 and p2 to be
joined. They are identical (and have therefore the same
set of solutions) if ®rstly s and fp in (7b) depend on X in
the same way. This is guaranteed by Conditions 1 and 3.
Secondly, (7a) becomes identical for both segments if
also Qp1 �X � � Qp2 �X � as expressed in the ®rst part of
Condition 4. This means that the geometrical shape for
`parallel' segment parts (with their boundary at equiva-
lent points in each case: see grey-labelled regions in
Fig. 4) have to be similar, i.e. their diameter functions
have all to be identical apart from a scaling constant
(Bp). This results from deriving the logarithm of the
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Fig. 5a±d. Some theoretical trees
and their equivalent cables. Every
column should be read from top to
bottom: the original tree, its den-
drogram in physical x- and nor-
malized X -space and its equivalent
cable in physical x- and normalized
X -space. The following tree types
are displayed: a a symmetrical
branching tree that collapses into
one equivalent cylinder, b an
asymmetrical tree also collapsing
into one equivalent cylinder, c a
symmetrical branching tree failing
Rall's 3=2 branching rule and
therefore reducing to a non-con-
tinuous cable, and d an asymmet-
rical tree reducing to a non-uniform
(sinusoidal) equivalent cable
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diameter function in the de®nition of Q in (7c): see (14)
of Condition 4 of Theorem 1. For cylindrical segments,
for instance, this is always ful®lled because of Q � 0,
which means, however, that for neuronal trees with
cylindrical segments, the equivalent cable will always be
composed of cylindrical parts.

However, additional conditions are necessary to
guarantee that for each segment the same special voltage
solutions also arise from the equal set of general ones.
For instance, the sum of the currents ¯owing into two
child segments has to equal the current ¯owing into the
`fused' equivalent cable (see arrows into and out of the
grey-labelled regions in Fig. 4). If we recursively calcu-
late this for the whole neuronal tree, we get the second
(15) of Condition 4 of Theorem 1 by means of (8) for the
axial current and the similarity relation (14). In addition,
all tips have to be at the same electrotonic distance from
the soma (Condition 2), and external input must not
disturb this current/voltage equilibrium (Condition 5).

5 Practical aspects of the reduction process

5.1 Construction of the equivalent cable

In most cases reconstructed neuronal trees will not
strictly meet the conditions for reduction. So we are in
need of an algorithm that maps a tree onto a `nearly'
equivalent cable. One approximation method often used
in numerical mathematics is to ensure that the algorithm
gives the correct results for the subclass of arguments
where the correct solution is known. This means in our
case that the algorithm should result in the correct
equivalent cable for all trees that ful®l our conditions for
reduction.

For the subclass of trees satisfying Conditions 1 and 3
(e.g. with homogeneously distributed ion channels) we
can construct such an `approximately equivalent cable'
according to������������������

gappr�X �
raappr�X �

s
�

X
p��K;L�jX2�XK ;XL�

�������������
gp�X �
rap�X �

s
�19�

Note that the cable de®ned by (19) is ambiguous because
only the quotient geq=raeq is determined. This works even
for a cable with circular cross-section since (19) is then
an ordinary di�erential equation without boundary
conditions (see below).

The input currents to the cable de®ned by (19) should
be set to the sum of all input currents in the tree at the
same electrotonic distance from the soma [according to
(16)]. Then it can be shown by induction (using espe-
cially Conditions 4 and 5) that the equivalent cable of
any tree satisfying our reduction conditions equals the
cable de®ned by (19) [and (16) for the input].

5.1.1 Special case of neuronal segments. If the segments
of the neuronal tree and the equivalent cable are
assumed to have circular cross-section the de®ning (19)
reads [cf. (4)]:
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where rRm � Rmappr
=Rm and rRi � Riappr=Ri are scaling

factors converting the speci®c electrical cell parameters
Rm and Ri from the neuronal tree to the cable. To keep s
constant (cf. Condition 1 from Theorem 1) the speci®c
membrane capacity has to be appropriately adapted:
Cmappr

� Cm=rRm . Setting rRm � rRi � 1 keeps the speci®c
cell parameters ®xed.

For a neuronal tree with cylindrical cables we get

d
3
2
appr�X � � �������������

rRmrRi

p X
p��K;L�jX2�XK ;XL�

d
3
2
p�X � �20�

because of zero diameter tapering (dd=dx � 0). In
general, the resulting cable no longer results in a
continuous cylinder.

5.1.2 Cartoon representation. In cases where the recon-
structed neuronal tree has no equivalent cable and the
cable de®ned by (19) does not approximate to the
electrical behaviour of the cell a so-called cartoon
representation of the cell should be used. Here only
subtrees nearly ful®lling the reduction conditions are
collapsed by means of (19) to a non-uniform cable ±
reducing the complex tree to a sparsely branched
`equivalent tree' (Stratford et al. 1989).

5.2. Comparison of two usual reduction methods
in view of our theoretical results

In the previous section we developed a method to reduce
neuronal trees to a single cable that will result in a nearly
equivalent cable for some trees. There are other methods
with the same aim, however, without ®rm theoretical
basis. We will compare here two of them that are often
used.

Both methods de®ne morphological invariants that
the reduction process has to preserve: the total cross-
sectional area (Bush and Sejnowski 1993) and the total
membrane area in the construction of the `equivalent
dendritic pro®le' (Clements and Redman 1989), respec-
tively. Both invariants are in relation to the electrical
behaviour ± the cross-sectional area to the axial current
and the total membrane area to the membrane current.
However, keeping one area ®xed does not mean that the
related electrical quantities remain ®xed as well. Thus,
the question is which of these reduction methods may be
better in terms of electrical equivalence.

5.2.1 Conservation of cross-sectional area. The cross-
sectional area of the tree can be kept ®xed if the diameter
d; of the constructed cable is de®ned by:

d2; �x� �
X

p��K;L�jx2�xK ;xL�
d2p�x� �21�
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i.e. the summation over the segments is done in the
original rather than in the electrotonic space, simplifying
the reduction process compared with (20). A further
advantage is the comparable length dimension of the
cable thus constructed with the original tree: the length
of the cable is not larger than any path from the soma to
a tip in the original tree, whereas the equivalent cable is
generally longer.

However, to achieve a satisfactory approximation of
the electrical behaviour the Rm and Cm values assigned to
the reduced cable have to be adapted with a subsequent
optimization procedure (Bush and Sejnowski 1993).
Even for trees that possess an electrical equivalent cable
in the sense of De®nition 2, this may lead to a rather
weak approximation requiring the use of a cartoon
representation of the cell. The reason is that the total
axial current at x only remains equal for both the cable
according to (21) and the tree if the voltage at x is also
invariant. On the other hand, the voltage distribution
depends crucially on the total membrane current at x,
which requires [for an assumed invariant voltage
V �x� � V;�x� we have to compare the cable perimeters]:

d;�x� �
X

p��K;L�jx2�xK ;xL�
dp�x�

which contradicts (21).

5.2.2 Dendritic pro®le. The total membrane area re-
mains ®xed during the reduction process if the diameter
dprof of the reduced cable is de®ned by (Clements and
Redman 1989)

d
3
2

prof�X � �
X

p��K;L�jX2�XK ;XL�
d
3
2
p�X � �22�

where X is the electrotonic distance from the soma. This
yields for any subdomain �X1;X2� of the cable and the tree.

A drawback of this method lies in the additional
computational cost of the electrotonic transformation.
Also, the length of the dendritic pro®le after back-
transformation into x-space is ± at least for complex
branched trees ± much larger than the largest distance in
the original tree, allowing conclusions based on spatial
relations (for instance for layered synaptic input) only
by roundabout means of the electrotonic transforma-
tion.

It has been shown empirically, however, that this
reduction leads to satisfactory approximations of input
resistance Rin and of the ®rst time constant s0 with its
coe�cient C0 in voltage transients ± without optimizing
any of the speci®c electrical parameters Rm, Ri or Cm
(Holmes and Rall 1992). Additionally, comparing (22)
with (20) for rRm � rRi � 1 we ®nd that the dendritic
pro®le turns out to be a special case of our equivalent
cable concept. So at least for trees ful®lling the equiv-
alent cable conditions, the dendritic pro®le constructed
according to (22) with the same speci®c electrical pa-
rameters and ion channel distribution and appropriate
input conditions is electrically equivalent in the sense of
De®nition 2. Therefore, for these trees both the total
axial and membrane current remain invariant (mea-

sured at electrotonic distances) during the reduction
process.

5.3 Equivalent cable model retaining length

We have seen above that the e�ort of keeping morpho-
logical parameters constant during the reduction process
may con¯ict with the aim of constructing a cable with
approximate electrically equivalent behaviour. In the
following we show a way to preserve at least the mean
length from soma to the tips (for symmetrical branching
trees one reaches even equality) while getting the
electrical equivalent cable in the sense of De®nition 2
in case it exists. This is especially useful for analysing the
e�ect of layered input by means of the equivalent cable
(cf. Fig. 1).

For this we use the construction equations (20) for
trees with cylindrical segments. As in Bush and Sej-
nowski (1993) an additional adaptation of the speci®c
cell parameters Rmred

and Cmred
of the reduced cable is

necessary, however, without an additional optimization
process. With rRm � Rmred

=Rm as the scaling factor for the
adaptation of the speci®c membrane resistance (and with
Cmred

� Cm=rRm ) the construction equation for the
`scaled dendritic pro®le' reads [cf. (20) with rRi � 1]:
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Transforming this back into the original space by
inverting the normalization transformation, (6b), we get
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With an appropriate small scaling factor rRm the length
of the cable lred � rRm lprof can be adapted to the mean
length of the original neuronal tree. Additionally, we get
a decrease in its diameter, so that the mean total cross-
sectional area is approximately preserved.

If the two parameters length and cross-sectional area
are adapted independently of each other the speci®c
intracellular membrane resistance has to be scaled as
well (rRi � Rired=Ri):
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For this method all calculations have to be done in
the normalized space, making it computationally more
expensive than the method of Bush and Sejnowski
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(1993). On the other hand, it preserves the good elec-
trical approximation features of the dendritic pro®le,
saving additional optimizations, and the demand for an
equivalent cable with comparable length can be satis®ed.

6 Example: equivalent cable models
of two neuronal trees

To illustrate the application of our approach we studied
the signal ¯ow in two neuronal trees and their dendritic
pro®les. One tree (the `ideal' neuron) ful®ls our reduc-
tion criteria whereas the other (the `non-ideal' neuron)

violates some of them, leading, nevertheless, to appro-
priate results.

We studied four di�erent input scenarios: active
membrane against passive, and somatic input against
dendritic. Because of the assumed nonlinearity of the
membrane the analysis of the reduced cables is done by
compartmental simulation, i.e. by discretization of the
underlying di�erential equations in space and time. In
general, the advantage of the reduced model lies in the
decrease in the number of resulting equations.

6.1 Simulation methods

Simulations were performed using our program DEN-
DRIT (Ohme and Schierwagen 1994) for computer-
assisted morphological analysis. It allowed us to analyse
neuronal trees and to generate approximate equivalent
cables. Here, we also used the reverse ability for creating
an equivalent tree to a given single cable.

The numerical calculations were carried out by the
simulation program SPICE (Segev et al. 1985; Bunow
et al. 1985), for which DENDRIT generates a circuit
description ®le from the neuronal tree by compartmental
decomposition.

6.2 Model parameters

All segments are described by the FitzHugh-Nagumo
system (see Appendix A.2 for details), which has one
(N � 1) auxiliary variable u and a cubic current-voltage
relation f in (3).

The electrical parameters ra, g and c result from the
standard equations for a non-uniform cable of circular
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Fig. 6. Comparison of active excitation propagation in a branched
neuronal structure (top) and in the corresponding equivalent cable
(bottom). For each case is shown (a) the tree as a dendrogram in the
original (left) and (b) in the normalized space (middle) and (c) the
results of the simulation (right). The segments of the tree are of
di�erent geometric type, from soma to tips ®rstly with increasing
(Q � 0:09), then with uniform (Q � 0) and eventually with
decreasing (Q � ÿ0:26) diameter. We assumed a uniform distribu-
tion of active ion channels over the tree modelled by the FitzHugh-
Nagumo system (Ri � 200X cm2, Rm � 20 000X cm,
Cm � 1lF=cm, V1 � 5mV, V2 � 100mV, a � 2� 10ÿ7 sÿ1 and
b � 2� 10ÿ9sÿ1). Open circles represent recording sites B±D, ®lled
circles injection (and recording) sites A for the ®rst simulation. In
this case all conditions for the reduction of the dendritic tree to a
single equivalent cable are ful®lled. The resulting voltage changes at
the di�erent recording sites are therefore identical (continuous lines
in the simulation diagrams). In the case of a restricted input, into
only two synapses (segments 111 and 112), the voltage responses
are displayed (dashed curves). Note that di�erences of the voltage
response at the recording sites increase with distance to the
injection site. The second dendritic tree (with main dendrite 2)
ful®ls the conditions for representation as an equivalent cable,
which makes the di�erent voltage plots at equivalent recording sites
(F as well as G) identical. See text for further details
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cross-section [cf. (4)]. In the arti®cial neuron we used for
demonstration purposes a ®xed, slowly increasing (near
the soma) or decreasing (at the terminals) exponential
diameter function, i.e. Q�X � in (7), is constant in all
cases: positive for increasing, zero for uniform and
negative for decreasing diameter. For the reconstructed
neuron in Fig. 7 all segments were modelled as cylinders
(Q�X � � 0).

Whereas the speci®c physiological constants corres-
pond to values widely used in theoretical studies (Segev
1995) (Ri � 200 X cm2, Rm � 20 000 X cm and
Cm � 1 lF=cm) the dendritic lengths, strength of synap-
tic input and parameters of the FitzHugh-Nagumo
model were chosen to admit a good visible travelling
impulse solution.

6.3 Simulation results

6.3.1 Ideal neuron. Firstly, we consider a theoretical
neuron with two dendritic trees connected through the
soma (Fig. 6). Essential for the existence of an equiv-
alent cable are (cf. Theorem 1):

± an equal electrotonic distance from the terminal
nodes to the soma,

± an equal electrotonic distance from the synaptic in-
puts (®lled circles in Fig. 6) to the soma, and

± correspondence of the equation types in equivalent X -
domains [here only the segment geometry represented
by Q�X � changes whereas a uniform channel distri-
bution is assumed ± meaning that the fk are inde-
pendent of X over the whole tree].

Most of these requirements (except the homogeneous
channel distribution) can be seen in the tree represen-
tation in normalized space (Fig. 6, second column).

The comparison of the whole neuronal tree and its
equivalent cable showed the expected identity of simu-
lation results. Thus, we will show in the following only a
single example from the di�erent runs ± neuron and
equivalent cable modelled with an active membrane and
synaptic input into the dendrites according to the input
condition of the equivalent cable (referred to as `sym-
metrical' input). To demonstrate the in¯uence of the
correctly placed input, we tested it against a simulation
with input concentrated at one place, therefore violating
the equivalent cable conditions (`asymmetrical' input).

Symmetrical input. In the ®rst simulation run the cell
receives synaptic input (®lled circles in the dendrogram)
modelled by an a-shaped conductance change near the
dendritic tips (segments 111, 112, 121, 211, 212 and 221)
with strength proportional to d

3
2, i.e. the diameter at the

corresponding site to the power 3
2 [see (14) and (16)]. The

`recording sites' are the soma and some intermediate
points (open circles in the dendrogram). In the top right-
hand parts of Fig. 6 the resulting signals are shown. The
continuous lines represent the voltage function at the
recording sites (A corresponds to the input sites, D to
the soma, B and C combine all the intermediate re-
cording sites). The di�erences in the voltage functions at
di�erent recording sites at equal electrotonic distances

from the soma are too small to be shown in the graph.
The same is true for di�erences between the full tree
(top) and the equivalent cable model (bottom).

Asymmetrical input. If we restrict the input to the cell
to only two injection sites (synapses on segments 111
and 112) with the same total input current strength as in
the equivalent cable, excitation propagation to the soma
(dashed lines A, B, C and D) is similar to the ®rst case,
but at every branching point an impulse travels addi-
tionally backwards in the hitherto non-excited branches.
This leads also to a small time delay for the somatic
impulse. In Fig. 6 recording A corresponds to the volt-
age change at the injection sites (larger ®lled circles on
segments 111 and 112), recordings B±E to responses at
sites on segments 11, 1, soma and 2 (open circles). Re-
cordings F and G denote the two and three coinciding
responses at sites 21, 22 and 211, 212, 221. This is due to
the property of the subtree emanating from segment 2
being reducible to an equivalent cable. Voltage re-
sponses from segments 12 and 121 are not shown here.

6.3.2 Neuron reconstructed from serial sections. In the
second example we studied the reduction process for a
reconstructed (`non-ideal') neuron violating some of the
conditions for reducing it to an equivalent cable. Thus
the terminals do not end at the same electrotonic length
that can be seen in the lower left diagram of Fig. 7.
However, the dendritic synapses are set according to the
input condition of the equivalent cable and the cable is
then constructed according to (20).

Local responses.Despite the violation of the reduction
conditions the local responses of synaptic input are quite
similar between the simulations of the full tree and of the
dendritic pro®le (lines labelled S in Fig. 7) ± even in
the case of multiple synaptic input. This holds for both
the linear and the FitzHugh-Nagumo model.

Remote responses. The results of the measurements at
the remote (non-input) site (always labelled R in Fig. 7)
di�er more. They are, however, of comparable order of
magnitude. Here it is remarkable that the results of one
run with a simulated active membrane (seen in the
rightmost diagram in Fig. 7 showing the active model
with injection at the soma) are better approximated by
the dendritic pro®le model than are the cases simulating
a passive membrane. This might be based on the nearly
bistable response behaviour (spike propagation) that
appears only in this case.

These simulations suggest that the dendritic pro®le
can lead to useful approximations of the response be-
haviour of the full cell even if the conditions of the re-
duction to an equivalent cable are not ful®lled.

7 Application: impact of neuronal tree type
on spike (back-)propagation

As a ®rst approach to the question of how dendrites of
di�erent geometrical type (Fig. 8) process input signals,
we study here the e�ect of synaptic input into the
terminals. In this situation the e�ect of geometrical type
on signal propagation will be ampli®ed. We are particu-
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larly interested in the capability of dendritic trees to carry
spikes. Thus the dendrites are assumed to have continu-
ously distributed active ion channels (modelled again by
the FitzHugh-Nagumo system: see Appendix A.2).

7.1 Simulations with di�erent tree types

One way to explore the response behaviour of di�erent
tree types is through numerical simulations of di�erent
input and membrane properties. Instead of simulating
many single synaptic excitations in a fully branched
dendrite, we reduce these trees to their equivalent cable
(or a cable that matches it well) and sum all the synaptic
input according to (17) into a single synaptic input at the
end of the equivalent cable.

For this study we used three di�erent cable geome-
tries that were extracted from typical dendritic pro®les
found in real neurons (Fig. 8) by appropriately choosing
the geometry parameter Q of (7c).

To measure only the impact of the geometric type we
®xed all the electrophysical cell parameters, the length

and normalized length of three di�erent cables types
(according to typical shapes seen in real neurons: Fig. 8)
as well as the parameters of the synaptic input in our
study.

We found (Fig. 9) that in case of orthodromic prop-
agation only the uniform geometric type (top left) can
propagate the spike along the cable, whereas the two
other types, with a changing diameter (top middle and
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Fig. 8. Dendritic pro®les of reconstructed neurons de®ning
di�erent equivalent cables. The dendritic pro®les (as a ®rst
approximation to an equivalent cable) are shown. Whereas the
upper cell (tectum neuron type T1 of a salamander; unpublished
data of Roth, Dicke, Grunwald) approximates to an equivalent
cylinder, the other two [guinea-pig cerebellar Purkinje cell (Rapp et
al. 1994) (middle) and cat deep superior colliculus neuron
(Schierwagen and Grantyn 1986) (bottom)] collapse to a non-
uniform equivalent cable with trigonometrically (cos) changing and
continuously decreasing diameter, respectively

Fig. 7. Comparison of voltage spread in a reconstructed neuron of
a cat deep superior colliculus neuron (Schierwagen and Grantyn
1986) (left) and in the corresponding dendritic pro®le (second
column). They are shown in the original (top) and normalized space
(bottom). The electrical parameters are taken from the previous
example (see Fig. 6). Simulation results under di�erent conditions
are shown for the full tree (continuous grey lines) and the dendritic
pro®le model (dashed black lines) in the diagrams of third and
fourth column. They di�er in the site of injection (®lled circles) ± at
soma (third column) and at dendrites ( fourth column) ± and in the
membrane properties ± active FitzHugh-Nagumo model (top) and
passive linear model (bottom). The total synaptic input to the
dendritic tree is equal to the input to the soma according to (16). In
all cases the voltage responses at the input site (labelled S) and the
remote site (labelled R) are shown
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right), behave rather similarly to the lossy passive cable
(simulation results are shown bottom left).

If we look instead for the antidromic propagation to
the terminals of a spike generated near the soma then the
uniform and declining cable types propagate the spike to
the terminal tips but the trigonometrical type fails because
of the initially increasing diameter pro®le (bottom right).

This qualitative behaviour remains relatively stable
regardless of changes in synaptic input strength and
shape as well as changes in the membrane parameter.
Varying the impact of the soma (by changing its surface
or speci®c electrical parameters), however, a�ects the
excitation spread by the additional load similar to a
change of the geometric type of the cable (increasing the
soma surface is similar to widening the cable near the
soma, increasing the chance for antidromic spikes
against orthodromic).

Such contrasting behaviour Ð boosting antidromic
spike propagation while failing to support dendritic
spike initiation Ð has only recently been reported and
analysed (Mainen et al. 1995; Stuart et al. 1997).

7.2 Theoretical considerations

If we look for a theoretical explanation of the di�erent
spike-propagation properties of the various geometrical
tree types, a ®rst hint comes from linear cable theory.
Here it is well known that in a non-uniform cable, the
voltage attenuation depends on the direction of signal
spread: with decreasing diameter the attenuation is less
than with increasing diameter. The asymmetry factor W,
de®ned as the quotient of the voltage attenuation in
either direction, shows this exactly. For uniform cylin-
ders with symmetrical boundary conditions it equals 1,
but for monotonically changing diameter it computes to
above or below 1, showing that the signal ¯ows in the
direction of decreasing cable diameter nearly undis-
turbed whereas it diminishes very fast in the opposite
direction. In the case of a cable of trigonometrical type
(with increasing and decreasing diameter) both signal

directions are then strongly attenuating (for examples of
voltage attenuation and W values for di�erent cable
types see Schierwagen 1994).

In the case of active signal propagation, however, one
could object to the explanation and simulations shown.
It seems plausible to assume that a spike, once initiated,
should travel further without change supported by the
active ion channels, even in the direction with high
electrical load.

However, this assumption does not hold in the pres-
ent case of uniform density of active channels. To show
this we consider travelling wave solutions of the nor-
malized cable equations (7). Thus, we assume that in (7)
only the geometry-de®ning parameter Q explicitly de-
pends on the space variable X whereas all fk are inde-
pendent of X , i.e. the voltage thresholds of all channels
do not vary in space. The same should hold for the
auxiliary variables uk�X ; T � � uk�Y �. Then we make the
ansatz V �X ; T � � V �Y � with Y � X ÿHT , which means
that a ®xed voltage shape travels (similar to the example
in Fig. 6) with constant velocity H along the cable (for
positive H from left to right). Now the system of ordi-
nary di�erential equations to be solved reads

0 � d2V
dY 2
� �H� Q� dV

dY
ÿ f0�V ; u1; . . . ; uN � �24�

duk

dY
� ÿ s

H
fk�V ; u1; . . . ; uN � for 1 � k � N �25�

For an uniform cylindrical cable, Q vanishes [see the
de®nition of Q in (7c) with space-independent g and ra].
Only in this case does (24) remain invariant with respect
to the substitution H! ÿH and Y ! ÿY , which means
that for any leftwards travelling wave with velocity Hÿ,
there is also a rightwards travelling wave with velocity
H� � ÿHÿ, and vice-versa.

For Q > 0 (the analogue is true for Q < 0) in some
part of the segment under consideration this symmetry is
broken ± the range of possible wave velocities will be
`shifted'. For the general case of (24) no exact quanti-
tative value of this shift can be given. We can explore it
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Fig. 9. Propagation of synaptic
input (by a short a-shaped conduc-
tance change) from the tips (right
end ) of the equivalent cable to
soma (left end ) and vice versa. The
voltage responses of three cables of
di�erent geometric type (top, from
left to right: uniform, cosine and
power pro®le) are shown in the
lower diagrams [left: injection into
the tips (open circles), right: injec-
tion into the soma (®lled circle)].
The membrane is assumed to have
active channels modelled by Fitz-
Hugh-Nagumo equations
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qualitatively, however, by looking at the velocity of the
leading wave-front. Assuming that the uk kinetics are
slower than the V kinetics, we let uk � 0 during the
build-up of the leading impulse front (Rinzel and
Terman 1982). Equation (24) then reads

0 � d2V
dY 2
� �H� Q� dV

dY
ÿ f0�V � �26�

Let the uniform cable equation with Q � 0 admit two
travelling wave fronts (an excitation from the resting
potential to some excited state) at a speed of Huni ± from
right to left with Hÿ � ÿHuni and from left to right with
H� � Huni. Then the non-uniform cable admits two
wave solutions with the shifted propagation velocities
Hÿ � ÿ�Huni � Q� and H� � Huni ÿ Q. For cable di-
ameters increasing su�ciently strongly from left to right
(high values of the geometry parameter Q) we ®nd two
wave solutions travelling to the left (Hÿ < H� < 0) but
none travelling to the right. Here the left-travelling front
also has a much higher speed than the fronts in the
uniform cable.

These results demonstrate the direction-dependence
of spike propagation in non-uniform cables (for deeper
quantitative analysis see Schierwagen 1991; Ohme and
Schierwagen 1993; Ohme 1996).

8 Evaluation of the reduction process

8.1 Numerical complexity

The concept of simplifying a neuronal tree to a single
equivalent cable dramatically reduces the complexity of
the problem that has to be solved. Take, for instance, a
dendrite consisting of m single symmetrically branching
trees with segments of branching order i (1 � i � k)
where the normalized lengths L�i� of all segments of
order i are equal. Then the number Ntree of compart-
ments used by the numerical computation with the space
discretization L̂ would be

Ntree � m
Xk

i�1
2iÿ1 L�i�

L̂

� �
�L�i��L

m�2k ÿ 1� L

L̂

� �
The number Neq of compartments in which the equivalent
cable splits under the same discretization conditions is

Neq �
Pk

i�1 L�i�
L̂

& '
�L�i��L

k
L

L̂

� �
i.e. the tree reduction yields an exponential diminution
of the computational expenses in relation to the order k
of the tree.

8.2 Analytical solutions

For some cases of equivalent cables even analytical
solutions to active impulse propagation are available
that cannot be deduced for the original branched trees.

This can be achieved sometimes by a stepwise lineari-
zation of the nonlinearities in the cable di�erential
equations of the equivalent cable, computing the general
solution for all linear sub-domains and specifying the
special solution by some continuation conditions at the
domain boundaries. For the stepwise linearized Fitz-
Hugh-Nagumo model travelling front (Schierwagen
1991) and travelling wave (Ohme 1996) solutions have
been obtained for the uniform cylinder and some non-
uniform cable geometries.

Another remark concerns the segment geometry. In
Rall's original model all segments were assumed to be
cylinders but the resulting equivalent cable could have
varying diameter as well. For this the number n�X � of
segments has to vary continuously, which holds ap-
proximately only for very large trees. So at least two
approximations are necessary: ®tting dendritic segments
by cylinders and then ®tting the resulting stepwise linear
diameter function by a continuous one. In this article we
®tted only the segment shape by more general cable
geometries and then obtained correct results for small
numbers of dendritic branches as well.

In situations where this approach does not seem ac-
ceptable, one could stay with cylindrical segments and
the resulting stepwise linear equivalent cable for which
Theorem 1 holds, too.

8.3 Limitations of the method

Like any other reduction method, the present one also
has its limitations. Obviously, only in exceptional cases
will trees strictly meet the conditions for reduction. In
the case of passive dendrites small deviations from these
theoretical restrictions are tolerable, whereas in the
active case this cannot be answered in general. If the
solution for the equivalent cable is stable in the face of
small changes in the model parameters (the length of the
equivalent cable, the electrotonic parameters, input
conditions and so on) the results obtained for the
equivalent cable may be of use for the whole tree, too.
This has to be shown in any case, however. As
exempli®ed in the example in Sect. 6.3.2 nonlinear
membrane properties may even lower the reduction
error in some cases.

An obvious limitation of equivalent cable models is
the loss of reduced spatial resolution. For instance, the
equivalent cable preserves the distance of synaptic input
from the soma, but no information about distances be-
tween synapses on di�erent branches. So this method
cannot address problems of local computation in den-
drites. Thus, the main application ®eld of the equivalent
cable concept will be the analysis of massive layered
input to the dendrites and excitation spread from the
soma in the trees.

In both cases it may be possible to overcome these
limitations by using an `intermediate' reduction method,
i.e. instead of collapsing the complex neuronal tree to a
single cable, only parts of the tree should be simpli®ed in
accordance with the cartoon model in Stratford et al.
(1989).
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9 Conclusions

The aim of this study was to contribute to the problem
of building reduced neuron models that allow the
consideration of important functional properties such
as spatially layered synaptic input. In the literature,
equivalent cable models have been also employed for
branched trees with active membrane, but without strict
justi®cation. As an example we mention Mel's clusteron
model, which consists of a soma and a single dendritic
segment. It has been shown that this model with Hebb-
type learning rules is able to perform memory tasks
e�ectively (Mel 1994).

To provide theoretical justi®cation for such reduced
models, we developed an equivalent cable model for
active dendrites, comprising Rall's model for passive
trees as a special case. Two empirical reduction methods
(Clements and Redman 1989; Bush and Sejnowski 1993)
were compared with respect to our ®ndings. The re-
duction process has been demonstrated by simulations
of an arbitrarily constructed and a reconstructed, real-
istic neuronal tree the segments of which were modelled
by the FitzHugh-Nagumo system.

In the second part of the paper we compared three
morphological tree types of reconstructed neurons.
Using the reduction method, di�erent diameter func-
tions of the corresponding equivalent cables were ob-
tained. Depending on the geometric type of the diameter
pro®le the dendritic tree is either able to actively prop-
agate action potentials, or it behaves as in the passive
case, in spite of the presence of active channels.

This result is of special interest in the light of recent
®ndings on spike propagation in dendrites. Stuart et al.
(1997) observed that dendrites of pyramidal cells are
able to boost antidromic spike propagation while failing
to support dendritic spike initiation. One explanation
has been based on the assumption of an inhomogeneous
distribution of active channels (Mainen et al. 1995). Our
results show, however, that purely geometric factors
might su�ce to explain the experimental ®ndings in
Stuart et al. (1997).

A functional consequence of the ability for anti-
dromic spike propagation is the way synaptic learning
can incorporate the actual activation state of the axon
hillock. If the cell is able to perform antidromic excita-
tion spread, then the synapses can incorporate the cur-
rent `output' of the cell, whereas otherwise only the local
excitation state can in¯uence synaptic plasticity.

Another point worthy of mention here is the ability of
a dendritic tree to work as a coincidence detector, in-
stead of simply integrating synaptic input (KoÈ nig et al.
1996). For this, a ®ne time resolution of the cell is nec-
essary to discriminate the time di�erences of incoming
signals. This could be done in thin distal dendrites, even
for the typically high time constants of most neurons
(Agmon-Snir and Segev 1993). However, this could only
be of functional signi®cance at the soma if dendritic
spikes are able to propagate to the soma (Softy 1994).
Therefore, the role of a neuron as coincidence detector
may depend on the morphological tree type described by
the Q-parameter of our model.

With this reduced model the analysis and simulation
of voltage spread in rather realistically modelled neurons
can be distinctly simpli®ed. It could therefore be helpful
in closing the gap between the strongly simpli®ed neuron
models without spatial structure, as used in arti®cial
neural networks, and the complex compartment models
described by hundreds or thousands of coupled di�er-
ential equations.
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Appendix A. Nonlinear cable equations

A.1 Hodgkin-Huxley model

The ionic current is determined by three conductances of which two
are voltage-dependent (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952).

ji � jNa � jK � jL
� gNa�V ÿ ENa� � gK�V ÿ EK� � gL�V ÿ EL� (A.1)

� m3hĝNa�V ÿ ENa� � n4ĝK�V ÿ EK� � gL�V ÿ EL�
Here the constants ĝNa, ĝK are the maximal conductance values of
the sodium and potassium channels and gL is the (constant) value
of the passive leak conductance. u1 � m and u2 � h are the acti-
vation and inactivation variables for sodium, u3 � n is the activa-
tion variable for potassium, which satisfy the condition
0 < m; n; h < 1 and the following di�erential equations

@m
@t
� f1 � am�1ÿ m� ÿ bmm

@n
@t
� f2 � an�1ÿ n� ÿ bnn

@h
@t
� f3 � ah�1ÿ h� ÿ bhh

where am, bm, an, bn, ah, bh are empirical functions of the voltage
V .

The leak conductance gL�x� yields, according to (4),

gL�x� � GLpd�x�
��������������������������
1� 1

4

dd
dx

� �2
s

Equation (A.1) can be rewritten as

ji � gf0�V ;m; n; h�

� gL�x� GNa

GL
m3h�V ÿ ENa�

�
�GK

GL
n4�V ÿ EK� � �V ÿ EL�

�
where GNa, GK and GL are the speci®c (maximal) membrane con-
ductances of the corresponding ion channels. Then the part of the
current dependent on the segment diameter, ji, is separated from
the voltage-dependent part corresponding to the general cable
equation (3).

A.2 FitzHugh-Nagumo model

Here the cable equation (3) yields (FitzHugh 1969)

@

@x
1

ra

@V
@x

� �
ÿ c

@V
@t
� gf0 � g�h�V � � u�

@u
@t
� aV ÿ bu (A.2)
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with resting potential equal to zero and cubic h�V � �
V �1ÿ V =V1��1ÿ V =V2� where 0 < V1 < V2 are the roots of h. The
constants a and b are positive so that u acts as a variable, which
takes the system from the excited state (near V2) back to the resting
state u � 0.

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 1
(equivalent cable theorem)

We assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satis®ed for the
neuron being considered and an equivalent cable is constructed
according to these [see particularly (14) and (15)]. Then we show
here the real equivalence of this cable in the sense of De®nition 2
using as map Teq the projection map Teq�Xp� � X .

Firstly, Condition 2 guarantees that Teq is bijective on any path
through the neuron Ð the ®rst point of De®nition 2.

We can further state that any general voltage solution of the
equivalent cable yields a general solution for all segments
p � �K;L� Ð limited to the corresponding space interval �XK ;XL�.
This follows from the assumption that the relevant parameters in
the normalized cable equations (7) are equal for all tree segments:
(7a) and (7c) are the same for all segments because of Condition 4
of the theorem and analogue (7b) by means of Conditions 1 and 3.

If we therefore de®ne the special voltage solution at any seg-
ment p to equal the special solution V of the equivalent cable
(8T � 0 : Vp�Xp; T � � V �Teq�Xp�; T � according to (12), De®nition 2,
the system of cable equations of the tree is satis®ed as well. To
verify that this voltage distribution Vp is a correct special solution of
the tree we have to prove that the boundary conditions (9) at any
node K are satis®ed when they are satis®ed for the input sites of the
equivalent cable at X � XK . For this the axial current in any seg-
ment p has to be computed [see (8)]:

jap�Xp; T � � ÿ
��������������
gp�Xp�
rap�Xp�

s
@V
@X
��14� ÿBp

���������������
geq�X �
raeq�X �

s
@V
@X

� Bpjaeq�X ; T � (B.1)

From the generalized branching rule (14) and (15) it follows
that for any electrotonic distance X the sum over all Bp equals 1 by
induction over all nodes (Ohme 1996):X
p��K;L�jX2�XK ;XL�

Bp � 1 (B.2)

With this we get for the relation between the input currents in node
K (at distance XK from the tree soma) and into the equivalent cable
(at distance X � XK from the soma of the equivalent cable) with
p � PS�K�:
IK � BpIeqX (B.3)

resulting from the de®nition (17) of IeqX and equation (16) of
Condition 5.

Inserting (B.1) and (B.3), the boundary condition (9) at node K
yields (with p � PS�K� and denoting the left and right limit by �0
respectively):

IK �
X

p02CS�K�
jap0 �XK ; T � ÿ jap�XK ; T �

� BpIeqX �
X

p02CS�K�
Bp0 jaeq�X � 0; T � ÿ Bpjaeq�X ÿ 0; T �

��15� Bp IeqX � jaeq�X � 0; T � ÿ jaeq�X ÿ 0; T �
� �

� 0

which follows according to our premise from Kirchho� 's ®rst law
applied to the equivalent cable at input site X . Therefore, the voltage
distribution constructed from the voltage solution of the equivalent
cable by means of Teq gives a correct solution for the original tree.

To complete the proof it remains for us to show that the sum of
axial current ¯owing through all segments at points Xp with the same
image X � Teq�Xp� (i.e. at the same electrotonic distance from soma)
is equal to the axial current of the equivalent cable at X [cf. (13)]:X
p��K;L�jX2�XK ;XL�

jap�X ; T � �
�B:1� X

p��K;L�jX2�XK ;XL �
Bpjaeq

�X ; T �

��B:2� jaeq
�X ; T �
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